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INTRODUCTION

The Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM) represents the largest and most abrupt global warming event of the Cenozoic Era (Koch et al., 1992; Zachos et al., 2001; McInerney & Wing, 2011) and is viewed as one of the premier geologic analogs for modern, anthropogenic warming. Fifty-six million years ago, a massive pulse of isotopically-light carbon was introduced to the world’s oceans and atmosphere, and Earth’s mean global temperature increased by at least 5°C (Zachos et al., 2001; McInerney & Wing, 2011). The event is recorded in numerous marine sediment cores whereas the continental record is limited to relatively few sites (McInerney & Wing, 2011). This difference in geographic data coverage has resulted in reasonably well-constrained and understood consequences for marine biologic systems, ocean chemistry, and ocean temperatures (McInerney & Wing, 2011), but a poorer understanding of the consequences for continental biologic and environmental conditions (Wing & Currano, 2013). North America contains the most extensive record of climate change spanning the PETM, with carbon isotope records identifying the PETM event in five basins (Koch et al., 1992; Bowen & Bowen, 2008; Clechenko et al., 2008; Foreman et al., 2012; Bataille et al., 2016). However, detailed sedimentologic descriptions of alluvial changes have only been performed at two locations (the Bighorn Basin, northwest Wyoming, and the Piceance Creek Basin, western Colorado) and paleobotanical changes documented at just one location (the Bighorn Basin) (Figure 1; Foreman et al., 2012; Wing and Currano, 2013; Kraus et al., 2015). With such limited...
geographic coverage it is difficult to evaluate spatial gradients in response, and test fundamental climate hypotheses. This project expands this existing database to the Hanna Basin of south-central Wyoming, with the aim of evaluating spatial gradients in alluvial and biologic response to the PETM.

Broadly speaking, the terrestrial response to elevated carbon dioxide levels is expected to be variable due to topographic complexity and shifting atmospheric circulation patterns under different latitudinal thermal gradients. As such it is critical to develop additional continental locations where the temperature, hydrologic, and biologic changes are constrained. The Hanna Basin record is a particularly important complement to the record already collected in the Bighorn Basin because stratigraphic data suggest a difference in water availability between the two basins. Both the PETM interval and the entire early Eocene sequence preserved in the Willwood Formation in the Bighorn Basin contain abundant red beds, indicative of well-drained soils and seasonal precipitation (Kraus and Riggins, 2007; Kraus et al., 2015). The Bighorn Basin records the consequences of an overall drier basin experiencing an abrupt global warming event. In contrast, the Hanna Basin sedimentary sequence remains drab-colored and coal-rich from bottom to top, suggesting that wet, swampy conditions prevailed through the PETM and early Eocene (Dechesne et al., in review). It records the consequences of a more humid basin experiencing an abrupt global warming event. Thus, comparisons of the Hanna and Bighorn basins will allow us to disentangle the roles of temperature and water availability in driving vegetation change and the fluvial response in a dominantly humid setting. This water availability difference is likely due to the location of the Hanna Basin, farther to the east and potentially more proximal to moisture sources as compared to the Bighorn Basin (Sewall & Sloan,

Figure 2. Location of the Hanna Draw and “The Breaks” sections within the Hanna Basin, modified from Dechesne et al. (in review). Large, laterally extensive fluvial sandstones are highlighted in Yellow, and the “Big Channel” sandstone occurs within the PETM interval. Section lines of Dechesne et al. (in review) are in red.
The Laramide Orogeny created a complex topography within the Western Interior that strongly influenced water vapor transport paths (Sewall & Sloan, 2006). In general, however, circulation models suggest the easternmost Laramide basins were wetter as moisture from the paleo-Gulf of Mexico moved north and westward. This resulted in semi-arid and dry conditions in the western and northernmost Laramide basins (Sewall & Sloan, 2006).

GEOLIGIC SETTING

The Hanna Basin of south-central Wyoming is a Laramide style basin bounded by the Rawlins uplift to the west, Sweetwater Arch in the north, the Simpson Ridge anticline in the east, and the Medicine Bow and Sierra Madre Mountains in the south (regional basin/mts figure). It is exceptional among the Laramide basins because of its high subsidence rate, extremely thick Cretaceous to Eocene sedimentary strata, and extensive coal deposits (Dobbin et al., 1929; Roberts and Kirschbaum, 1995; Wroblewski, 2003). The Paleocene-Eocene boundary is preserved in the Hanna Formation, which is over 2000 meters thick at the center of the basin (WOGCC, 2016; Gill et al., 1970; Wroblewski, 2003) and consists of conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones, carbonaceous shales, and coals. These deposits are interpreted as low gradient fluvial to paludal and lacustrine (Dobbin et al., 1929; Wrobleski, 2003; Lillegreven et al., 2004). The student projects targeted a specific set of extensive outcrops along the Hanna Draw Road and in “The Breaks” (Figure 2), which have been the focus of new geologic and paleontologic work by PI Currano, stratigrapher Marieke Dechesne of the USGS, and paleobotanist Regan Dunn of the Field Museum. The majority of research focuses on a 250-meter thick stratigraphic interval with pollen biostratigraphic constraints and initial bulk δ¹³C values that indicate the PETM is preserved.

PROJECT GOALS

Our team included six undergraduate researchers, two faculty members (Currano and Foreman), and two scientific collaborators (Dechesne and Dunn). The major projects goals include: (1) constraining the location of the PETM in the Hanna Basin using carbon isotope analyses; (2) characterizing and quantifying changes in fluvial and overbank deposition spanning the PETM; and (3) identifying and interpreting changes in vegetation cover spanning the PETM. The project goals were achieved by a combination of intensive field work and targeted lab work that focuses on stratigraphic section measuring, lithofacies analysis, a new highly-refined bulk organic carbon isotope stratigraphy, and application of new plant cuticle proxies for vegetation cover.

RESEARCH PROJECTS

The methodologies employed in this study combine foundational approaches to stratigraphy, sedimentology, and isotope geochemistry and new, cutting edge proxies for vegetation cover using the preserved leaf cuticles of ancient plants. All students were trained to measure and correlate stratigraphic sections, describe lithofacies, and prepare samples for bulk organic δ¹³C analyses. As a team, we trenched...
(Figure 3), measured, and described a stratigraphic section through the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum at Hanna Draw. In the lab, we worked together to prepare samples for geochemical analyses. Students then learned additional techniques related to their specific projects.

**James Chisholm** (CSU San Bernardino) analyzed all the carbon isotope data collected by the Keck Wyoming Project. His project identified where the PETM carbon isotope excursion (CIE) occurred within the Hanna Draw and The Breaks stratigraphic sections, compared the magnitude and duration of the CIE between our two sections, and assessed the causes of background “noise” related to baseline environmental conditions.

**Xavier Nogueira** (Temple University) and **Anthony Semeraro** (Western Washington University) examined fluvial systems during the late Paleocene, PETM, and Eocene. Nogueira collected samples from twenty-five sandstone bodies and performed point counts of minerals from thin sections. He tested whether compositional differences among samples were due to time, depositional environment, or flow direction and hypothesized about sediment sources. Semeraro measured paleoflow directions in modern and ancient channel systems to investigate fluctuations in stream flow during the PETM. He chose three modern meandering rivers and three modern braided systems, measured over 1000 flow directions from each, and calculated dispersion values (i.e. the variability in flow direction) for each river, showing that meandering rivers have more variability in flow direction than braided rivers. Last, he calculated dispersion values for channel systems in the late Paleocene, PETM, and early Eocene of the Hanna, Bighorn, and Piceance Creek. The Hanna flow direction measurements are his own.

**Keifer Nace** (Whitman College) and **Jake Polsak** (Western Washington University) documented vegetation structure using our new leaf area index (LAI = foliage area in m² / ground area in m²) proxy (Dunn et al. 2018). This proxy utilizes the morphology of leaf epidermal cells, preserved as imprints on cuticles, to reconstruct canopy openness (Dunn et al. 2018). Dunn has already constructed a record of LAI across the PETM interval in both the Hanna Draw sections documenting changes in LAI at the PETM, but context was needed to determine whether the change observed during the PETM was significant. In particular, large sheet sandstones occur during the PETM, making it unclear whether climatic or lithologic changes were responsible for the decrease in LAI observed during the PETM. Nace measured sections before and after the PETM that included large sandstone units and reconstructed LAI throughout each section. She then compared her results with the Dunn’s PETM record. Polsak assessed temporal and spatial variability in LAI within the early Eocene by measuring four contemporaneous sections and reconstructing LAI at high temporal and spatial resolution in each section. He then examined variability in LAI across time, space, and lithology.

**Christine Shonnard** (Beloit College) compared cyclic overbank deposition within the Hanna Formation of south-central Wyoming and Willwood Formation of northwest Wyoming. Both formations include repetitive packages of fine-grained deposits and sandstones, although the composition of the fine-grained deposits varies between formations, likely driven by drainage within the basin. The Hanna Formation contains organic-rich silts and shales, whereas the Willwood Formation is dominated by red beds. Shonnard described lithological changes at high resolution in two sections in The Breaks, performed geochemical analyses, and reconstructed paleoclimate. She compared her sedimentary cycles with those from the Willwood Formation.
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